Characterization of the infectious reservoir of malaria with an
  agent-based model calibrated to age-stratified parasite densities and





















































































































































of"!!total"measurements,""!! !counts"in"each"bin," !!,!!!!! = !!)"is"approximated"as"follows.""The"prior"
distribution"for"the"multinomial"probability"vector"!!associated"with"the"6"bins"is"initially"assumed"to"be"
a"symmetric"Dirichlet"distribution"with"concentration"parameter"1.""The"simulated"distribution"of"counts"!!"is"used"to"inform"the"posterior"distribution"of"!:"!"# ! 1 !→ !!"# ! 1 + !!! !"
The"likelihood"of"!"is"then"approximated"using"the"posterior"predictive"distribution"computed"by"
marginalizing"over"!:"
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Figure S1. Comparison of incidence, prevalence, peak density, and infection duration 
between reference data and simulation with calibrated immunity and gametocyte develop-
ment parameters. Simulation data corresponds to the parameter set with highest combined 
likelihood across all study sites.
Figure S2. Comparison between simulation and reference data after calibration of immune 
and gametocyte parameters with full weighting of malariatherapy data. Fit to prevalence 
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Figure S3. Sensitivity of the composition of the infectious reservoir to stochastic variation 
and uncertainty in parameter values for (A) high and (B) moderate transmission settings by 
age group and asexual parasite detection limit. Stochastic variation: 100 realizations of 
parameters used in Figures 1-5. Parameter uncertainties: 100 highest likelihood parameters 
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Figure S4. Trajectories of infection for children and adults in (A) high and (B) low transmission 
settings with calibrated immune and gametocyte parameters. 10 trajectories are shown for 
each age group. Each individual was challenged with an infectious bite on day 0 without the 
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Figure S5. Unscaled total infectiousness by diagnostic threshold and age group. The 
unscaled total infectiousness is the fraction of mosquitoes that would be infected if the 
same number of mosquitoes fed on each person in the population. (A) Unscaled total infec-
tiousness over 3 simulation years for setting with EIR = 10. (B) Normalized annual average 
asexual parasite prevalence over a range of EIRs. (C) Annual average total infectiousness over 
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Figure S6. Malaria transmission under case management and ITN use.
(A) Apparent annual EIR drops with case management and ITN campaigns.
(B) Normalized annual average asexual parasite prevalence under case management and ITN 
use.
(C) Annual average unscaled total infectiousness under case management and ITN use.
(D) Comparison of the infectious reservoir at apparent EIR of 0.1 and 10 for settings with no 
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